
ProCred’t Bank
Част от

ПроКредит Груп

BANK GUARANTEE No. 30-902-1202326
for participating with an offer in the procedure for awarding the public procurement contract

By: CENTRUL PENTRU ACHIZITII PUBLICE CENTRALIZATE IN 5АNАТАТЕ (CENTRE FOR СЕNТRАLl~ЕD
HEALTHCARE PROCUREMENT), bi. Grigore Vieru, 22/2, Chisinau, run. Chisinau МD-2005, Republica
Moldova (hereinafter referred to as the ‘Contracting аuthогitу~)

Tender procedure No.: осds-bЗwdрl -MD-I 6971 97092594

Name of the public procurement contract: Purchase of sets of consumables for the collection of platelets in
the double dose of platelets and one dose of plasma in order to achieve the National Blood Transfusion
safety and self-supply Programme for the country as required for 2024

Undersigned, ProCredit Bank (Bulgarw) FAD, registred at 26, TodorAlexandrov Blvd., 1303 sofia, Bulgaria, we
hereby irrevocably undertake to pay CENTRUL PENTRU ACHIZITII PUBLICE CENTRALIZATE IN 5АNАТАТЕ
(CENTRE FOR СЕNТRАLI5ЕD HEALTHCARE PROCUREMENT) the amount of EUR 6221.08 (in words: six
thousand two hundred twenty one and 0.08 euro), upon his first written request and without him having the
obligation to justify his respective request, provided that in his request the Contracting authority specifies that
the amount requested by it and owed to it is due to the existence of one or more of the following situations:
1. The bidder Emed group EOOD, 19, Lyuba Velichkova str., floor 3, 1407 sofia, Bulgaria withdraws or modifies
its offer during its validity period:
This offer remains valid for a period of 160 days, starting from the 13th day of November 2023, and remains
binding and may be accepted at any time until expiration of this pегiod:2. His bid having been established as the
winner, the bidder Fred group FOOD did not constitute the guarantee of good execution:
3. His bid being established as the winner, the bidder Emed group FOOD refused to sign the contract for the
public procurement of goods/services:
For the purpose of identification the Contracting authority’s written request for payment has to be presented to
us through the intermediary of Contracting authority’s servicing bank, confirming that the signatures thereon
are authentic and legally binding upon the Contracting authority.
With each payment under this guarantee our obligation will be reduced pro rata.
This guarantee is valid until the 215t day of Apnl 2024 (hereinafter referred to as the “Date of Expiry”), and any
request for payment in respect thereof must be received by us at our above mentioned address up to and including
that date. After the Date of Expiry our liability is considered null and void irrespective of whether the original of the
guarantee has been returned to us.
This guarantee may be released prior to the Date of Expiry either if its original is returned to us at our address:
ProCredit Bank (Bulgaria) EAD, 26, Todor Alexandrov Blvd., 1303 Sofia, Bulgaria or if we receive Contracting
authority’s written consent to release us entirely from liability under this guarantee. The Contracting authority’s
written consent has to be presented to us through the intermediary of Contracting authority’s servicing bank,
confirming that the signatures thereon are authentic and legally binding upon the Contracting authority.
This guarantee is subject to the Uniform Rules for Demand Guarantees (URDG) 2010 Revision, ICC Publication
N~ 758, article 15(a) is excluded.
Initialed by the Bank on the 7th day of November 2023

ProCredit Bank (Bulgaria) FAD
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